DBS. Living, Breathing Asia.

DBS is a leading financial services group in Asia, with over 280 branches across 18 markets. DBS is a leading financial services group in Asia, with over 280 branches across 18 markets. Headquartered and listed in Singapore, DBS has a growing presence in the three key Asian axes of growth: Greater China, Southeast Asia and South Asia. The bank’s “AA-” and “Aa1” credit ratings are among the highest in the world.

Recognised for its global leadership, DBS has been named “Global Bank of the Year” by The Banker and “Best Bank in the World” by Global Finance. The bank is at the forefront of leveraging digital technology to shape the future of banking, having been named “World’s Best Digital Bank” by Euromoney. In addition, DBS has been accorded the “Safest Bank in Asia” award by Global Finance for ten consecutive years from 2009 to 2018.

Responsibilities

- Participate in data analytics projects with applications to audit and risk management under the supervision of Audit managers and/or data scientist
- Develop data analytics programs and reporting tools (dashboard) by using data analytic / visualization techniques and capabilities to identify anomalies that require further investigation and management attention
- Work with data scientist to analyse the data and use appropriate statistical / machine-learning methods to develop advanced data analytics model to uncover irregular and hidden patterns and predict risk events under comprehensive scenarios
- Automate data preparation tasks for continuous auditing and data analytics purposes
- Work with the team to develop new functions and enhance existing functions of computer-assisted audit techniques (CAATs)

Requirements

- Bachelor or master degree in Data Analytics, Statistics, Engineering or related disciplines with understanding of statistical modelling, machine learning or data mining concepts
- Able to use programing language to access data sources (database, csv, Excel spreadsheet, etc), clean, and cross-reference data; basic understanding on machine learning
- Hands-on experience in Python, R, and SQL
- Experience with data visualization and JavaScript libraries / Qlikview / PowerBI is an advantage
- Able to complete the tasks under minimal supervision and tight timeline
- Willing to learn and work in various kinds of reporting tool
- Attention to details, creative mindset and interest in data analytics
- Effective interpersonal and organisational skills
- Good command of Chinese and English

Apply Now

- We offer competitive remuneration and the professional advantages of a dynamic environment that supports your development.
- Please send your cover email/ letter, resume and academic transcripts etc. to Dr. Niu <guolinniu@dbs.com> and copy <oliviating@dbs.com> and <terrylihm@dbs.com> with email subject “Application for the Position of Data Analyst, Data Analytics, Audit (Ref: Audit_DA_2020_01)”.
We regret only shortlisted candidates will be notified.

Primary Location: Hong Kong
Job: Audit
Schedule: Full-time (1-year contract)